Financial Technology

Solvas|Insight™
Solvas|Insight is a feature-rich solution for integrating disparate data sources into
visualizable business intelligence.
Making sense of the ever-increasing torrent of data has become
more challenging—and important—than ever before. Deloitte’s
Solvas|Insight is an ad-hoc reporting solution designed to allow
users to interact with data via dynamically customizable reports,
delivering greater reporting transparency and enhanced analytics. It
integrates data from multiple sources into a single, efficient data
warehouse. The resulting business-centric analytics can be
consumed in a variety of ways, freeing users to spend more time
benefiting from their data instead of endlessly collecting and
organizing it.
Solvas|Insight may be used in tandem with other Solvas™ products
to provide more informed decision making.
Visualize
• Pre-constructed and ad-hoc reporting from a meaningful,
actionable, business-friendly data source
• Informative data visualizations for ease of use and rapid
consumption
• Responsive reports, designed for high volumes of data
Integrate
• Designed to work effectively with many commonly used reporting
tools and services
• Built with Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services, a service usually
bundled into the same SQL Server license many businesses
already use
Standardize
• Single source of data for Solvas products, which can also be
extended to include outside sources
• Asynchronous data logistics and processing
• Central data validation and sourcing *
• Quality control and consistent value propagation across the
enterprise *
* Expected in 2018

Complementary products and services
• Solvas|Accounting™ – A financial accounting and reporting
software package for portfolios of financial instruments for
investment managers and fund administrators.
• Solvas|ALLL+™ – A current expected credit loss (CECL)-ready
solution designed to help financial institutions address the
industry challenges associated with the allowance for loan and
lease losses (ALLL).
• Solvas|Capital™ – A stress-testing, reporting, and analytical
software tool used by banking institutions for capital planning.
• Solvas|Compliance™ – A rules-based compliance engine that
provides flexible, user-configurable calculations for CLO collateral
managers/trustees and alternative investment managers.
• Solvas|Digitize™ – A full service platform for intelligent automation
of data extraction and document management to significantly
reduce the need for manual processing.
• Solvas|Forecast™ – A solution designed to forecast discounted
cash flows for financial instruments based on a variety of userdefined assumptions.
• Solvas|LDC™ – An accounting and financial calculation and
reporting solution for acquisitions of loans and distressed debt
portfolios under FASB ASC 310-20 (formerly FAS 91) and FASB ASC
310-30 (formerly SOP 03-3)
• Solvas|Performance™ – An interactive module that provides crossportfolio and multi-currency performance reporting for CLO
collateral managers/trustees and alternative investment
managers.
• Solvas|Portfolio™ – A multi-asset class portfolio administration
and reporting solution for asset managers, alternative investment
funds, trustees, and fund administrators.
• Solvas|TDR™ – A solution for the accounting and financial
calculation and reporting needs associated with troubled debt
restructuring under FASB ASC 310-40
• ABS Suite™ – A solution of choice for asset-backed issuers,
servicers, and trustees around the world, ABS Suite is a powerful
structured finance and covered bond program administration
system.
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